Information from Josefine Chiacchiero member no.33578

WORLD CONGRESS ATHENS 6 - 11 JULY 2022
Sending you three different options of presentations that I could do. The Lecture
Demonstration is my number one priority. /Josefine

1. LECTURE - DEMONSTRATION 20 minutes
Title: An artistic practise within a Swedish context
Presenter: Josefine Chiacchiero, www.josefinechiacchiero.com
Text: Dance, sculptures and exhibitions. Possibilities of an extended artistic practice within
dance. Through examples from her professional activities, Josefine Chiachiero will present
her work from different contexts such as galleries, public spaces and gym halls. Through her
master studies in Contemporary Performative Arts she came into contact with many
exploratory methods that inspired her to many new creations within a context of flamenco
and contemporary dance. In 2021 she was invited to an artistic residency at the Swedish
Match Museum and she created an exhibition out of a performance presenting sculptures,
soundscapes and choreographed video projections.
Duration: 20 minutes
Equipment required: I need to connect my Mac-computer, I will present a powerpoint
with text, photos, videos and sound.
Video example: https://vimeo.com/653412283
Photo by David Karcenti

2. PERFORMANCE 5 -10 minutes
Title: Tacography, by and with Josefine Chiacchiero, www.josefinechiacchiero.com
Description: Choreography with tacones. Proposal on how to describe an artistic
process through writing with movements and sculpting paper. Dancer Josefine
Chiacchiero presents her performative work departing from a traditional flamenco
context as well as contemporary dance.
Requirements: An empty blackbox. Audience sits on chairs/amphitheater. I bring
my music as a sound file (mp3). I will dance with my flamenco shoes and make
sounds, so I will need a wooden floor that is not at risk of being damaged. Also, if
possible, I will use the light available.
Music: Milonga Flamenca/Trio el Gancho (Can be listened to on Spotify)
Video sample: https://vimeo.com/718039771
Photo by David Karcenti

3.CLASS
SOMA MOVE 30 minutes
About Soma Move https://www.somamove.com/concepts.php
User clinic/class https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUW9p77e6ck

Flowing through strong, beautiful movements, barefoot.
Breathing in harmony with your movement. Free from thoughts. Sweat dripping onto
the mat. Feeling great, powerful and graceful.

“Through my classes in different contexts I have understood that people really enjoy aspects such as
the constant flow, the simplicity and the movements including both strength and flexibility. People in
general use to react by surprise as I tell them that it is a concept created by two Swedes: a
choreographer and a physiotherapist. I would say that this combination is what makes it very
successful and that the anatomical well being aspect such as the creative discovering aspect are clearly
present during the session. The concept, inspired by dance, yoga and martial arts movements, became
very popular all around Scandinavia and is celebrating 10 years of existence this year.” /Josefine
Chiacchiero

